Directions
Our office is very accessible by public transport; being just one block from Connolly Station and
near Busaras, Dart, Luas and national train and bus are very convenient. The office is approx. a 7
minute walk from the Spire on O’Connell St. A map is printed below.
From Connolly Station, come out of the station and cross over Amiens Street. Talbot Street is the
first turning on the left – you will see Grainger’s pub on the corner. Walk one block up Talbot St.
and turn right into the little laneway under the railway bridge, opposite Molloy’s pub. Walk up this,
we are on the right hand side in a large glass-fronted building; you will see the dyslexia sign in the
window.
From O’Connell St. walk down Talbot St. and take the first left after the Ripley Court Hotel (under
the railway bridge, opposite Molloy’s pub) We are on the right hand side in a large glass-fronted
building; you will see the dyslexia sign in the window.
From Heuston Station, exit the main station building and you will see the LUAS tram stop right
outside. Get the tram to Bus Aras (heading in the direction of either The Point or Connolly). When
you get off the tram at Bus Aras, you will see a pub called the Brew Dock on the corner. Walk round
the corner past this pub, keeping it on your left. You will now be on Amiens Street and Connolly
station is across the road to your right. Walk up Amiens Street and Talbot Street is the first turning
off to your left. Go on to Talbot Street and cross over to the other side of the road. You will see the
railway bridge in front of you. Walk towards the railway bridge – Joyce’s Court is a little lane-way
under the railway bridge to the right. Walk up this, we are on the right hand side in a large glassfronted building; you will see the dyslexia sign in the window.

